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Abelian Higgs mechanism in the Schrodinger picture
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We have studied symmetry-breaking phenomena in scalar electrodynamics by evaluating the
effective potential at one-loop order in the Schrodinger picture. Contributions to the effective po-
tential by the Higgs particle and the transverse and longitudinal components of a photon are com-

pared with other previous works, and they are found to be consistent.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Schrodinger picture in quantum field theory has
recently attracted increasing attention. It was first ap-
plied to scalar field theories in Bat' and curved space-
time. Fermionic field theory in this picture also has been
developed and dynamical-symmetry-breaking phenome-
na in Gross-Neveu models in (I+I)-dimensional and
(2+1)-dimensional space-time have been studied using
this formalism.

The Schrodinger-picture formalism has not been ap-
plied to local gauge theories except in some simple cases.
In this paper, as a first step to study gauge theories, we
take scalar electrodynamics and analyze its symmetry be-
havior. Massless scalar electrodynamics was consistently
analyzed by Coleman and Weinberg who have shown
that the scalar meson and photon acquire masses as a re-
sult of radiative corrections. This was done at the one-
loop-order approximation of an effective potential in the
Landau gauge. Jackiw and Dolan and Jackiw studied
in detail the gauge dependence of the effective potential
and emphasized the use of a unitary Lagrangian. Since
the field space of the unitary Lagrangian is not Cartesian
but a polar coordinate system, it is necessary to take into
account the effect of the metric in the field space. Re-
cently Russell and Toms calculated the effective poten-
tial in the unitary gauge with the geometrical approach
and explicitly showed the correction terms due to the
field space metric.

We evaluated the effective potential in one-loop order
in the Schrodinger picture. All these approaches includ-
ing ours agree in the Higgs-particle and transverse-
photon contributions to the effective potential and they
are gauge independent. The would-be Goldstone mode

turned longitudinal-photon contribution is, however,
gauge and calculation-scheme dependent. Coleman and
Weinberg argued that the gauge-dependent part is of
higher order in the coupling constant (e =A, ) and should
be corrected by a next-order calculation. If we drop this
higher-order term various calculations agree and are
gauge independent in the one-loop level.

In Sec. II the Hamiltonian of scalar electrodynamics
and its vacuum expectation value are evaluated using a
Gaussian trial wave functional. By taking variations of
the energy expectation value with respect to the covari-
ance function we obtain equations that determine the
wave functional. In Sec. III we compare our effective po-
tential with others, and perform a renormalization in the
massless case. Either in the symmetric or broken phase
our calculation correctly rejects physical degrees of free-
dom, and agrees with other results in the valid region of
coupling constants (A, =e~). In the last section we sum-
marize the results and discuss related problems.

II. SCALAR ELECTRODYNAMICS
IN THE SCHRODINGER PICTURE

We consider scalar electrodynamics described by the
Lagrangian density

L = ,'F„„F""+—,'(B„P—, —eA„P2)—+ ,'(t)„Pz+e—A„pi)

where P=P, , P2 are two real components of the charged
scalar field, and the action is invariant under local O(2)
gauge transformation. Noting that A is not a dynamical
variable but a kind of a Lagrange multiplier, we find the
Hamiltonian density
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H = ,'(v—r;vr; +B;B; )+ ,'P—,P,

+ —,'(B,P, +eA, e, blab)(B, Q, +eA;e„P, )

space vector throughout this paper. In order to imple-
ment the transverse property we may use the representa-
tion

+ ,'p p—,p + ( p, Q, )
—A (8;m;+ep, e,bPb),

(2.2)

6
l

5A,

0 BJ.

lJ q2
6

5A
(2.5)

V A=O. (2.3)

In this gauge the Hamiltonian density can be written as

where n.
, =5L/5A, =B,. A +B,A, , P, =BL/BP, =B,P,—eAoe, blab, and e,b is the usual antisymmetric real ma-

trix. Our index system is such that i,j,k denote spatial
indices 1,2,3 and a, b, c denote scalar field components 1

and 2, and the greek indices a,P includes both of them,
i.e., a=1,2, 1,2, 3.

Since the functional Schrodinger picture is not mani-

festly covariant, it is natural to choose the Coulomb

gauge

which satisfies the commutation relations

[vr, (x), A, (x')]=i 5, — 8J 5(x —x') .

But in the following we will rather follow a different cal-
culation scheme; i.e., we will implement the transversality
constraint on the wave functional and the functional in-
tegration measure. These two methods completely agree
in the final results.

In order to evaluate the effective action at the one-loop
level it is suScient to take a ground-state wave functional
in Gaussian form:

H= —,'(m,'n,'+B;B;)+ ,'P, P, —

+ —,'(B,P, +e A; e,blab )(d;P, +eA;e„P, )

g(P, A ) =N exp[ —
—,'(4 —V)G(4 —V)],

where@—:(P„A;), V=($„0,0,0),

(2.6)

+ —,'P'P, P, + —,( P, P, )'

e2 1+ px py
SENT d y ~x

(2.4)

Gab
G p=

ib

G,

G;
a, b =1,2, &',j=1,2, 3,

a,P=1,2, 1,2, 3, (2.7)

where p(x ) =P, e,b P&, n,' denotes the transverse com-

ponents of m;, and x,y denote only the three-dimensional
I

and X is a normalization factor. Here, we use an abbrevi-
ation

(e—V)G(C —V) —= f f dx dyg[4 (x)—V, (x)]G ~(x,y)[4,(y) —V,(y)] .

a, P

The fixed function V (x) is introduced to incorporate
possible gauge symmetry breaking; i.e., if $,%0 the
ground-state wave functional is not invariant under O(2)
and the symmetry is spontaneously broken. Since spatial
rotational symmetry is not expected to be broken P; =0 is

inserted from the beginning. We can impose the
Coulomb-gauge condition on the wave functional by re-
stricting 6 such that E= (H ) = fd'x f d A d $5(V A )/*HE . (2 9)

I

tribute in the wave functional. We also restrict the mea-
sure of the functional integral by inserting 5(V A ). With
these restrictions we can replace m' and A ' in the Hamil-
tonian density by m and A, respectively.

Given the trial wave functional our problem is to mini-
mize the energy expectation value

VkGk (x,y)=0, k=1,2, 3, a=1,2, 1,2, 3, (2.&)

which implies that only transverse components of A con-
l

By taking only to one-loop order (R order) we obtain

E=f d'x lim —' tr(G ——'GAG) ——'V A (x,y)+ 'V„V,Ak&(x, y)+ ,'—e'P'Az&(x, y)+e—g,e,bVkAkb(x, y)
y~x

+ —,'p +—AP A„(x,y)+ —P, gbA, b(x,y)

2

+ 'p'y' + (y')'+ -' f-f—f fd xd y d zd cog, e,bGb„(x, z)A„,(zy)G„, (co,y)Edged
4! 32m

a a p ~ pv ~ vc ~ c (2.10)

Here P, is a constant, P =P,P„VI, operates on the x
variable only, and the limit y ~x is taken after V opera-
tions. We have used the relations

5( V A ) = lim exp f d x(V A )
a~0 2a

(2.11)
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A„-. =—6„.——a„a,5„,5.,
CX

Using the functional derivative operators

(2.12) 1 5V' 5V'
0

2 5A p 5Ap

—1

8 aP

5
Kk —l

1 5P =—
i 5$,

(2.13)

we get terms containing 6, and other terms including

only A come from the functional integration of g'f We.

neglected A terms because they are of R order.
Inserting (2.12) into (2.10) and taking Fourier transfor-

mations we obtain the effective potential

A.2

g p22 PaeabAba APc ecd0d

p , pkp(&k. &(p™.(3
2(x

—
—,'pk(Ak 'Ap„'+Ak((Aa„')C" .

(2.18}

We should solve this equation with the constraint

P 2Q

2

+—,NaeabAbc ecd&da a c c

+M p(p)Ap (p) (2.14)

(2.19)

Noting that V is a function of only 1I( =1I),+$2 and

p =p, +p2+p3 we can greatly simplify the computa-
tions by putting P, =($,0), pk =(p, 0,0). Then we have a
diagonalized form of the A matrix. First we find that

p [A3„' —( 1/a )p p„]=0 which means

where f = fd p /( 2n. ) and

M &(p)= ,'p 5—&—,'p~—&+—e((t(e)(ip)&
and

A3„'=0 for @=1,2, 1,2,

A33 =—p
z

(2.20a)

(2.20b)
2 2 2 2

+ " +
,
XP 11,—+'~ II„+

Here we have introduced an extended index system,

(2.15)

Since A ' is symmetric its last row and column vanish
except the diagonal element. So we need to determine
only the 4 X 4 part of A '. Now from (2.18) the
Lagrange multiplier part vanishes if neither a nor P is 3.
The equation is simply

p =(0,0,p1,p2,p3) and Q =($1,$2, 0, 0, 0) (2.16)

and the projection operators II&=diag(1, 1,0,0,0), and
II„=diag (0,0, 1,1,1).

In order to minimize the effective potential with
respect to the variation of A we need to take care of the
constraint (2.8). So we modify the potential using
Lagrange multipliers C" as

2 2

—,'Aa((+ — A2 'A((2' —Ma((=0 if a,P=1,2, 1,2,
8 p'

(2.21)

where M &
is a diagonal matrix (omitting a or P=3):

M= —,'diag(p +mHp +mGp +e P,p +e P ),
(2.22)

where
V'=V+ p A ' ——p p C"

P
(2.17)

m p+ —P m (M+ —
P (2.23)

By varying with respect to A we obtain equations The solution of Eq. (2.21) is

A (('=2diag (p +mH}'/, (p +mG2)
2~2 1/2+4(p2 +e 2/2)1 /2{p2 +e 2/2)1 /22
p 2(X

(2.24)
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where the last element is determined by the constraint
and it is the only element explicitly dependent on the
gauge parameter.

By inserting solution (2.24) into the effective potential
(2.14) we obtain

V—1 2y2+ y4
2 4t

, ( 2+ 2 )1/2+2( 2+ 2y 2)1/2
H

+ (p +mG) 1+
p

~e2$2 2

+
p 2Q

1/2

(2.25)

where we write fi explicitly for later use. The constant
term [(1/2a)p ] can be dropped and finally the limit
a~O should be taken.

In the free-field limit (A.=e =0) the effective potential
is simply

Vf...=-,'} V'+ —f t2&p'+1 '+2&p'] (2.26)

(2.27)
which agrees well with the results of other works reveal-
ing the Higgs mode and the Goldstone mode when the
spontaneous symmetry-breaking condition [1M + (A, /
6)P =0] is met. Thus the Schrodinger picture shows
correctly the relevant degrees of freedom either in the

which correctly reveals the degrees of freedom: two sca-
lars and two transverse photons. In the decoupled sys-
tem (A, & 0, e =0) the photon sector is free and the scalar
meson sector has a global SO(2) symmetry. The efFective
potential of the scalar sector in this case is

' 1/2

V...h, = ,'I V'+414-+ 2 f p +&+ Z&2 p
' 1/2

p2+p2+ P

symmetric phase (p & 0, /=0) or the broken case

[1M +(A, /6)P =0].

III. GAUGE DEPENDENCE AND COMPARISON
WITH OTHER WORKS

Since the seminal work of Coleman and Weinberg on
massless scalar electrodynamics there have been several
attempts to treat the subject using different techniques to
clarify the gauge dependence of the effective potential.
We will compare our result with the results of other
works. Our effective potential can be written as

gW4
1~2$ 2+ Y

2 4I

(p2+ 2 )1/2+2( 2+ 2y 2)1/2
H

1/2 '
2 2

+ (p +mG) 1+ (3.1)
p

where mH=}14 +(1,/2)p, mG=p +(A. /6)p . We note
that the three terms in the momentum integral reAect
corresponding physical degrees of freedom. In the sym-
metric case (p &0) the effective potential is a minimum
at P =0, and there are two scalar rnesons (2+p2+p2
terms} and two transverse photons (2/p ). In the bro-
ken phase (p (0) there are a Higgs mode
[(p +m~)'/ ], two transverse photon modes
(2t/p +e P ), and the Goldstone-photon mixed mode

1/2
2 2

(p +mG) 1+
p

2

Since 1u +(A, /6)p =0 up to A order we can put mG =0
in the last mode, and then we have the correct masses for
the longitudinal photon mode ( t/p +e P ) and the
Higgs particle (mH = —

21M ).
Coleman and Weinberg kept manifest covariance by

choosing the Lorentz gauge but they had one spurious
degree of freedom in their effective potential of the mass-
less case (p =0), that is,

d4
Vcw= —p +—f ln p +—

1I} +ln p + —p +31n(p +e 1I) )4! 2 (2~} 2 6
(3.2a}

=—0'+ — p'+ —0'
4t 2 p

1/2

+ 2+ p2
6

1/2
+3 p+eP (3.2b)

where we use

dP 2 2 dPln p +a = p +a +const
(2m ) (2n. )

and neglected infinite constants in the effective potential. Jackiw obtained it in a wide class of gauges as

VJ =—P +—f ln p +—P +ln p +—P + +3 ln(p +e P } (3.3)

where a is a gauge parameter and a =0 is the Coleman-Weinberg case.
Dolan and Jackiw considered the gauge dependence problem in detail and argued for the unitary Lagrangian where

only physical degrees of freedom contribute. Their result is
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2g 2
A,g 4

i)i d4p
VDJ + + ln p +mH +3 ln p +e

4' 2 (2~)'
(3.4)

The use of the unitary Lagrangian is limited to the broken phase and the mixing between Goldstone and longitudinal
photon modes is not traceable. Recently Russell and Toms reconsidered the unitary gauge to the effective action.
Their result is

fi dp
VRT= + +—f „[ln(p+mH)+21n(p +e P )+ln(p +e P +PmGp )],2~" (3.5)

where P=O corresponds to the Dolan-Jackiw case. The geometrical approach (P= 1) takes into account the efFect of
the metric and connection' on the field space of the unitary Lagrangian and agrees with Fradkin and Tseytlin" and
Kunstatter. "

Comparing the various results we find that the Higgs mode and the transverse photon mode are common and gauge
independent, but the mixing mode of longitudinal photon and would-be Goldstone field is gauge and formalism depen-
dent which is expected from the very definition of the effective potential as Dolan and Jackiw pointed out. This gauge
dependence of the longitudinal photon mode persists even after renormalization as we will now show explicitly in the
simple massless case.

Since scalar electrodynamics is a renormalizable theory the one-loop approximation should be shown to be finite by
introducing suitable counterterms. In the massless case (Iti =0) the efFective potential is

A ~4 BP+ C~4 fi(AP) A, 2 A,

2 4f 16ir 2

'2

+
64m 2

+ —e
64&'

ln

p
2

2

(&A, /6+e) (I)

A

~4
—31n2 + (&A, /6 —e),

128m

5 e2$2 5+——21n2 +2e ln +——21n2
2 A

(3.6)

where B and C are infinite constants of counterterms and
A is the momentum cutoIF. Here the parameter I, is the
renormalized coupling constant. Now we can determine
B and C by requiring

k~4 Ap +2e +e ln
M

25
6

(3.10b)

and

d V

d0' y=o

d V

(3.7)
and

VRT 4)

fig
41 64~

which gives the renormalized effective potential as
2 2

+2e + ——e4

2 6

(3.9)

RP

64m

2 '2

+2e + — + e'+e'4 A, 2A,

2 6 3

(3.10c)

4 iris'
CW

'2

+2e +4

2

25' '"M 6
(3.10a)

where M is an unspecified mass scale. For comparison
we list the renormalized effective potentials of other
storks:

The coefficients in front of the logarithm reAect the con-
tributing modes, and, as mentioned earlier, the Higgs
parts [(A, /2) ] and two transverse photon parts (2e ) are
in agreement with one another, but the part of the
Goldstone-longitudinal-photon mixing mode differs from
one approach to another. In regard to this disagreement,
we recall the Coleman-steinberg renormalization-group
arguments which state, in brief, that A. is of e order. In
this case all these approaches are in agreement within e
order as
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X"4
V= —

(t) + 3e ln
4t 64~2 M

25
6

(3.11)
m (S) 3 e

m ( P') 2m 4m
(3.12)

This potential has a minimum a. nonzero P; the symme-

try is spontaneously broken and the mass ratio of the
Higgs scalar and the vector meson is

I

which was shown by Coleman and Weinberg.
In the massive case ()M %0) the effective potential is

T

y —P y2+ y4+ y2+ y4+ A2 2+ y2+2e2y2+ 2+ y2 +e2y2
2 4! 2 4! ]6~ 2 6

'2

64m. 2 6
InA p, +—

(I) +2e p + )(2 + p —e(t)—

'2

+ )M +—P ln )M +—P +2e P ln(e (tp }+ p2+ —P
—e (I) ln

2 '2

+ )(4 +—
(I) +2e P ( —', —21n2) —3 p +—

(t)
—e P ln2 .

)
'+ 60' + e(t)

+ +—p
128m 2 6

' 1/2

—eP

4

(3.13)

where p and k are renormalized quantities. The renormalization conditions are

d V

dp 2

and

(3.14)

4y
7

which gives the renormalized effective potential

)(2 ~2+ ~~4+f(~) f 0 ~2 f M ~4
2 4! 2 4!

(3.15)

where

f(P)=
'2

p +—P In )(4+—P +2e (() ln e P2 2

fi

64m.

' 2 ' 1/2

p2+ f2 e2$2 ln p2+ $2
2

+eP +—
((2 +—

(I)
2

i
6

1/2

—eP

4

(3.16)

and

d4f( )(0}—= , f( )(M)= d
d4' y=o d j ((t=M

computed in the Coulomb gauge is the same as the
Feynman-gauge result, and the potential (3.13) for the
massive case is manifestly renormalizable.

IV. DISCUSSION

which we do not write explicitly because they are ex-
tremely complicated without being particularly illuminat-
ing. We note that for positive p one can take M =0, but
for negative p one should choose M & —6p /A, because
of the branch point singularity appearing in the effective
potential. We also note that the effective potential (3.9)

We have obtained the ground-state wave functional
and the effective potential of scalar electrodynamics in
the one-loop order in the Schrodinger picture. We have
studied spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs
mechanism and compared our results with the results of
other approaches in the same approximation order. All
these methods including ours agree in the Higgs and the
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transverse photon sectors, but they disagree in the longi-
tudinal photon mode which is also gauge dependent. Fol-
lowing the Coleman-Weinberg renormalization-group ar-
gument we note that this disagreeing gauge-dependent
part is of higher order, and would be corrected by next-
order calculations.

The two-loop-order calculation in the Schrodinger pic-
ture has not been developed even in A,P scalar theories.
Furthermore in electrodynamics (either in scalar or spi-
nor) one photon coupling term in the Hamiltonian does
not contribute if the wave functional is of the Gaussian
form. So the A -order evaluation of the effective potential
in the Schrodinger picture is dif6cult at the present time.
The Gaussian approximation which is well developed and
captures part of the two-loop-order effects might be ob-

tainable, and we will work on this problem. Another in-

teresting work to be done is to extend the present work to
non-Abelian gauge theories.
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